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BLACKVUE DR750X

3CH TRUCK DMS

PLUS

Price: $669.99

manufacturer
NAV-TV SKU NTV-KIT1011 weight

4.00 Lbs
market
USA, Europe



BlackVue DR750X-3CH DMS TRUCK Plus features front and rear video protection for your

vehicle, with a waterproof external rear camera + a Driver Monitoring Camera to monitor

and alert in case of drowsiness or distracted driving.

 

Front, External Rear and Driver-Monitoring Cameras

Vehicle and driver safety

Dual Sony STARVIS™ sensors in Full HD 1080p (front 60 / rear 30 frames per second) + HD

720p (10 frames per second) interior infrared camera with Sony CMOS sensor.

The back-illuminated STARVIS image sensors capture clear details in both shadows and

highlights thanks to high sensitivity and wide dynamic range. With its infrared illumination LEDs,

the Driver-Monitoring Camera can monitor the driver day and night and alert of drowsiness or

distracted driving.

Native Parking Mode with built-in voltage monitor to protect your vehicle battery (hardwiring

cable included).

With the free BlackVue Cloud service, check on your car from anywhere, anytime.

 The DR750X-3CH DMS Plus is a triple-channel Cloud dash cam with a special-purpose

driver-monitoring camera (DMC100).

Both front and rear cameras use back-illuminated Full HD Sony STARVIS™ image

sensors for best image quality under any light.

The infrared Driver-Monitoring Camera records and detects signs of drowsiness or inattentive

driving and alerts you in real time.

The waterproof infrared rear camera connects to the front unit via a 15m video cable.

This allows to monitor not only the road behind, but also cargo loading and unloading

operations.

Cloud support via Wi-Fi hotspot or optional USB plug-in LTE module.

Infrared External Rear Camera

With Rugged Metal Waterproof Casing

 

With its metal waterproof casing the rear camera of the DR750X-3CH DMS TRUCK Plus is built

to withstand most weather conditions.

It is designed to be installed at the rear of truck or heavy vehicles.

We recommend to secure it in place on a flat surface using the provided screws.

The luminosity sensor detects ambient brightness, activating automatically the six IR lights to

help identify vehicles and objects even in the dark.

Car Radio Versions

Any



BLACKVUE DR750X 3CH TRUCK DMS PLUS Compatibility Chart

Model Year Range Version Radio Notes

Any/Any 2000-2023 Europe Any

Any/Any 2000-2023 USA Any
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